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This project can be made with Five Star Bronze or Copper clay. This is a beginner level project and can
be torched fired. Read through all of the directions before before you begin the project.

Tools

 Nonstick work surface  Fire brick or steel mesh
 Clay roller (use PVC pipe)  Glass container for water to quench
 Olive Oil or Slik Balm  Copper tongs
 Slats or playing cards  Pickle bath
 Coffee stirrer to cut holes  Small crock pot for pickle
 Drying plate/hot plate  Brass Brush
 Wipes  Burnisher
 Files
 Butane torch

Materials

 Mold – dragonfly, butterfly, leaf, etc.
(A big variety of molds can be purchased at craft stores in the clay section or the cake decorating
section. You can also order them online or make your own.)

 Five Star Bronze or Copper clay, 10 grams

FORMING

1. To get started, assemble all tools that you will need, especially be
sure to pick the mold, the clay roller, and nonstick work surface.

2. Lubricate everything that will touch your clay, lightly with olive oil
or Liberation Spray. (TIP: When working with clay, you need to
remember that it dries quickly, so you must work quickly. Adding
a drop of water to drying clay will help reconstitute the clay if it
becomes dry.)

3. Condition the clay by adding a little water and kneading with your
hands. Sometimes it helps to roll the clay out, fold, reroll and do
this a few times. This distributes the moisture and makes the clay
more workable.

4. Once the clay is smooth and easy to manipulate with your fingers,
push it into the back of the mold being sure to press firmly and fill

each crevice or place in the mold.
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5. Smooth the top of the clay and try to remove excess clay that
might extend over the mold’s imprint edges.

6. Carefully, turn the mold upside down and lift an edge to remove
the charm.

7. Using a small coffee stirrer, place a hole in the top of the charm.
Be sure your hole is large enough for a jump ring to fit into. The
hole should be at least 1/8" away from the edge of the clay.

DRYING AND REFINING

8. Allow it to dry, thoroughly, maybe overnight! Allow this to dry
naturally for 24 hours – or place on a warming plate to dry for 15
minutes. (It is very important that your piece be thoroughly dry
before firing.)

9. When it is dry, use wipes or files to remove rough edges and
smooth the finish removing all fingerprints and rough places. Your
finished piece will look exactly as it looks in this state, so be sure
to take care to make your edges perfect!

FIRING

Five Star clay can be fired with a torch. And it’s very easy! The
package gives excellent instructions on kiln and torch firing. For this
project we will walk through the directions for torch firing, since this
is an easy method to do at home. Make sure the piece is thoroughly
dry – very important and worth repeating!

10. Place the dried piece on a stainless steel mesh shelf or on a fiber
blanket. Put the mesh/blanket on a fire brick.

11. Direct the flame onto one edge of your piece and watch as it
catches on fire. This is called the burn-off. The binders in the clay
are burning away. Work from one edge to the other and make
sure that you have burned off all of the binders in the clay.

12. After the burn-off, rotate the flame
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from your torch evenly, maintaining an orange-red color for 6 – 8
minutes depending on the thickness of the piece.

13. Avoid melting – do not let the torch heat the piece to a bright
orange – you are approaching the melting point.

14. Once it is cooled off, only slightly, use copper tongs to remove it
from the fiber blanket and place it in water to quench. Be very
careful – it is HOT!

15. If there is a lot of fire scale remaining after the quenching, you
can place it in a pickle mix, a solution of white vinegar and salt.
Leave for 10 minutes, remove and rinse thoroughly.

16. Brush with a stainless steel or brass brush, and polishing cloths.
Then burnish the highpoints and edges with a burnisher.

17. To add extra shine, you can also place in a tumbler for 20 to 30
minutes.


